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The Silbermanns opted for a Pythagorean progression in the treble. The instrument by JeanHenri shown in (3) shows what was no doubt intended to be a Pythagorean progression above
c1, though case distortion has made it sag somewhat so that f3 is almost a semitone too short.
Other makers took advantage of the fact that, through the process of drawing iron strings,
thinner strings are relatively stronger than thicker strings. Since more highly-stressed strings
(within their elastic limit) sound purer, these makers gradually increased the deviation from a
Pythagorean progression into the treble, in order to optimally stress their strings. Each maker
had his own individual approach to this stretching.
J.A. Stein’s piano section of his vis-à-vis combined harpsichord-piano of 1777 (4) shows this
tendency; from c1 upwards his strings regularly halve in length at the thirteenth note rather
than the twelfth. Again, there is slight sagging of the case so what should be a rising straight
line ending in a 2-semitone stretch ceases to rise in the high treble.
Baumann (2) also routinely stretched his treble scaling, which overall halves at the 13th. note,
so that the length of f3 is 3 semitones above Pythagorean. But his progression is more
complex and the curve has a very recognisable rising "s" shape, inflected at c3, with a sort of
pirouette for the very last notes. This is because Baumann tended to scoop away the treble
end of the hitchrail/nut in his square pianos, in order to simultaneously increase the scaling
and move the strike-point nearer the middle of the strings, for a rounder timbre. Mercken in
1768 (1) also stretches f3 by 3 semitones and his stretching seems to be following a similar
“s”-shaped pattern, though less extreme because his nut follows a straight line.
Mercken’s square piano of 1770 (5)40 shows a similar approach to scaling, though further
rationalised; between a1 and a2, his scaling is Pythagorean, and from there upwards halves at
the 13th. note, ending in a 1½-semitone stretch. This is very typical of contemporary French
practice in both harpsichords and pianos.
The nature of any pre-industrial craft is such that working methods and approaches to design
are transmitted directly, on a personal level. A master naturally imposes a uniform style on the
products of his establishment. In the large cities of countries with a centralised power
structure, guilds closely controlled the products of their members, de facto imposing a degree
of conformity; this effect persisted even after the dissolution of the guilds, lesser artisans
copying the designs of their fashionable peers. Furthermore, a certain fluidity of employment
meant that skilled workers might work for several masters over the span of their careers, if
indeed they did not become masters themselves, thus feeding the tendency to uniformity.
Provincial workshops tended to emulate the productions of capital cities, so that in this
context, it can be difficult to pinpoint the style of individual craftsmen or even of workshops.
Eighteenth-century Germany was not such a country. In a patchwork of kingdoms and
principalities, divided in their religions and in their loyalties, the pressures of uniformity were
a much weaker force, with the result that individual initiatives were able to flourish and often
very specific and personal styles could be developed. The tradition of the Wanderjahr 41
encouraged newly-fledged journeymen to work for masters in many different places for
shorter or longer periods, something that promoted an effervescent exchange of ideas.
40. WEBER op. cit. annexe 7, p. 192ff.
41. STEIN, Johann Andreas, ed. Michael Latcham,. The notebook of Johann Andreas Stein : facsimile transcription - translation. Nötzel Verlag, Wilhelmshaven, 2014.
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Christian Baumann’s workshop was certainly one where an individual style and vision was
developed, to the extent that Mozart recommended his excellent square pianos. On the 31st.
August 1782, Mozart wrote to his father in Salzburg:
"Now I have a request to make of you; - the Baroness Waldstätten is travelling
from here - and would like to have a good small pianoforte. I no longer know the name
of the keyboard maker in Zweibrücken, and I would like to ask you to order one from
him. It must however be ready in a month, or at most six weeks; and at the same price
as the Archbishop's one..."42

Although there are no known surviving Baumann pianos from the late 1760’s, it is probable
that he had already established the basis for his designs and was starting to concentrate on this
instrument rather than on organ-building. In 1771, Philip Daniel Schmidt was appointed
Court Organ-Builder in Zweibrücken, presumably in place of Baumann.
Zweibrücken is halfway between Übach (where Mercken originated) and Paris. It is entirely
plausible that Mercken, three years younger than Baumann, worked for him as a journeyman,
as did J.A. Stein for the Silbermanns in Strasbourg. Mercken’s initial working style, as we
have seen, embodies so many of Baumann’s specific practices and design choices that it seems
extremely likely that he came straight from Baumann’s workshop to Paris. That he afterwards
modified his working style to suit a Parisian market is not surprising, and there are numerous
examples of emigrant makers adopting the style of their new country (van Casteel in Lisbon,
Kirkmann, Schudi and Zumpe in London, Taskin and Kayser in Paris, to name but a few).
3. Signature and dating: The instrument is elegantly signed in ink on the back of the board at the rear of the keywell.
Some people have seen this as questionable, going so far as to cast doubt on the identity of its
real author. But this is to forget that the German and Alsatian makers, unlike their Parisian
counterparts bound by guild regulations to do so, rarely signed their instruments in an
ostentatious manner. Often the most visible trade-marks were their cardboard roses, the
design of which was specific to each maker.
Here are a few examples: of the three surviving signed pianos from the workshop of JeanHenri Silbermann - two grand pianos of 177643 and c.178244 and a square piano of 178945, only
the instrument of c.1782 bears its paper label on the soundboard. That of 1776 is glued to the
front of the hammer-rail, and so is only visible when the keywell board is removed, and that of
1789 is pasted under the lid of the toolbox. The same goes for Gottfried Silbermann's
instruments, discreetly signed in manuscript on the inside. The vis-à-vis combined pianoharpsichord made by J.A. Stein in 1777 has no apparent signature; the inscription on the
action frame of the piano is a transcription made by the restorer in 1912. Christian Baumann’s
42.

Nun habe ich ein Bitte an Sie; - die Baronnin Waldstätten wird von hier wegreisen - und dürfte ein gutes
kleines Pianoforte haben. Ich weiß den Namen des Claviermachers in Zweibrücken nicht mehr, und da wollte ich
Sie gebeten haben , eins bey ihm zu bestellen. - Es müßte aber in Zeit eines Monats oder längstens 6 Wochen
fertig seyn: und der nemliche Preis wie das vom Erzbischof...
43. Musikinstrumenten-Museum Berlin, cat no. 12
44. Private collection, Switzerland.
45. Augustinermuseum, Freiburg im Breisgau.
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square pianos are discreetly signed on small printed labels pasted to the soundboard, with the
result that many are missing.
Mercken did not want to conceal his signature; he was merely adhering to the conventions
the public would consider specific to this kind of “foreign” instrument (cardboard rose,
discreet signature inside the instrument). Subsequently, when he started to make square
pianos in the English style, he also respected their conventions as to signature, and signed
them ostentatiously on the front of the board above the keys46. Mercken probably hired a
calligrapher to write the signature on his grand piano, something he probably would not have
bothered to do if he had simply modified the work of some other maker; in this case, he would
simply have signed in his own hand.
However, it cannot be denied that Mercken’s signature in this instrument does not conform
entirely to conventions. Most German and Alsatian labels, generally written in German or
French (the latter including Baumann and Stein in Germany as well as J-H Silbermann in
Alsace) specify the qualities of the maker (e.g. Orgel und Klaviermacher, Facteur de FortéPiano & de Clavecin) as well as the town of origin, but do not include a verb denoting
authorship. Most, but not all, are dated. Parisian signatures were usually written in French,
though some were in Latin. They mention the city of origin, the date and sometimes the
address, and a verb denoting authorship. A square piano sold at Vichy in 2019 is signed “Fait
par Balthazard Peronard/à Paris Rüe des Poissonieres/1772 . 37.” The signatures of many of
Mercken’s surviving pianos have been tampered with47 - as already noted, the “1770”
inscription should probably read “1779” and the instrument is stylistically similar to his 1778
piano. Both have the macaronic inscription, “Johannes Kilianus Mercken/fecit à Paris 177*”.
By 1781, Mercken was using the formula “Johannes Kilianus Mercken Parisiis fecit 1781/Rue
du Chantre près le Louvre”. The signature of the present instrument thus falls between two
conventions, something which might be explained by Mercken’s recent arrival in Paris (the
earliest indisputably dated signature falls two years after his admission to the Corporation) and
the omission of the word “fecit” before “Parisiis” could be due to adherence to his native
tradition, because he was at that time working outside the Corporation, or perhaps because he
did not make it in Paris (see below).
Dating the instrument
It is difficult, in the absence of additional evidence, to give firm dates for the construction
and the subsequent modification of this piano. The Webers48 give a probable date of 1767 for
Mercken's installation at the Quinze-Vingts in Paris, a church enclave that permitted him to
work without interference from the Corporations (Guilds). The characteristics of this piano
are entirely compatible with a construction at this date; several clues suggest that perhaps
Mercken, newly arrived in the capital, wanted to make a strong impression by presenting a
large and ambitious instrument, both decoratively and musically. I have already suggested
that he may have come fresh from employment with Christian Baumann, in Zweibrücken. It
is not impossible, if this were so, that he may have received encouragement in Paris from
Duke Christian IV; this is a line of archival enquiry that may yield shed further light.
Be that as it may, the style of Mercken’s instrument is very German. The case design owes
much to J-H Silbermann and the marquetry is very much in the same manner as that of
46. See the illustrations in WEBER, op. cit.
47. Ibid. pp.94-152
48. Ibid.
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Baumann square pianos of 1782. As we have seen, the note-names are in German style. It is
certainly a prototype instrument, with some evidence of haste - in places, a certain clumsiness,
hesitation or sloppiness is observable. The acknowledged Silbermann specialist Kerstin
Schwarz, who came to examine the instrument, agreed with me : the instrument is the work of
a young man. The craftsmanship of his subsequent square pianos is much more stable and
assured. The modification of the action, which we both believe is the work of Mercken
himself, was done without measuring the consequences of making very high Kapseln, which
greatly multiply the inaccuracies caused by wear in the balance-mortises of the keys. The
expedient of alternating hammerheads on two strike-lines to avoid collisions between
hammers seems to be Mercken’s handiwork.
Two other hypotheses are possible concerning the build date of Mercken’s grand piano; that
he brought it ready-made to Paris, having made it beforehand and elsewhere; or that Mercken
made it as a masterpiece for his entry of into the Corporation of Tablet-makers, Luthiers and
Fan-makers in 1776.
Concerning the first hypothesis, we can only observe that the style of the piano is resolutely
German and that the measurements of the instrument correspond to the Pied du Roi, however
this is a system that we know was used by makers as far afield as J.H. Silbermann in
Strasbourg, C. Zell in Hamburg and J.A. Stein in Augsburg, so construction elsewhere remains
a possibility. Could he have had the case of the piano made to order by a cabinet-maker in
Zweibrücken and brought it with him to Paris to be completed? The fact that the case
dimensions are precisely 7’ long and 3’ wide is quite unusual; most makers in practice
adhered only nominally to these.49 This might argue in favour of the case having been
constructed to order elsewhere.
As for the second scenario, knowing that Mercken was already producing very neatly made
English-style square pianos, perhaps by 1770, and that he seems by then to have adapted his
work to Parisian tastes, it would seem strange for him to have built a piano in such an
unreconstructed German style several years later.
I therefore propose a very probable construction date of 1767-8 with modifications shortly
thereafter, no doubt before 1780 anyway. Consequently, Mercken is not only the maker of the
oldest surviving Parisian square piano, but also the maker of the oldest surviving French
harpsichord-shaped fortepiano.
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49. see for example CLARKE Ein gutes… op. cit. Appendix 3, Baumann case dimensions.

